Murrey Math:
All Panic Mode falling market (lows) random (except) when you set them to MM

by T.H. Murrey

98.4375% (of) all normal humans go into Shut down: Denial Mode in Extreme Conditions
98.4375% (of) all retirement funds are never “touched” as markets hit AT Highs / AT Lows
98.4375% (of) all software programs can’t anticipate future highs or lows, right?

11.11.11 11 x 11 = 121 x 11 = 1331 = 13 Mirror 31
09.10.11 Murrey’s Harmonic Birthday
Every 823 Yr Cycle (on) 9.10.11 we have 5 Saturdays: 5 Sundays: 5 Mondays

5 + 5 = 10 + 5 = 15 = Universal Truth
5 x 5 x 5 = 125 = 12.50%

Our Universe is set to 1st Binary Growth Progression: 12.50%
Our Universe Expands from 12.50% + 1.125% = 14.0625% Then Binary 1.125% = 15.625

You can’t find one “live” human who doesn’t think in terms of 12.50% minimum moves

Find one sane adult who has a job who doesn’t work harder to make $125.00 per week: 1,250: 12,500 or 125,000 per week by selling “cheap” items which wear out fast to “poor.”
$125,000 x 50 = $6,250,000 per year salary for increasing ambition
Pro Football Players: Pro Baseball Players: Pro Basketball Players earn $6,250,000 per year

Salt of the Earth Poor love all Pro athletes who go from “poverty” to $6,250,000 per year
Average Pro Athlete has spent 14.0625 years practicing their job not sitting the stands

Medic Hype: You can be whatever you Dream: Wrong*
Vanderbilt University: Baseball Player **David Price** “failed” ambition produced $6,250,000
Vanderbilt University: Football Player **Jay Cutler** “failed” ambition produced $6,250,000
Vanderbilt University: PGA Golfer **Brandt Snedeker** “failed” ambition produced
$3,125,000

*All three athletes wanted to be SEC Basketball Players as youth sports participants

Human Math Concepts are “housed” in the Birth Chase (of) 312,500,000 Sperm to one Egg

312,500,000: 3,125,000: 312,500: 31,250: 3,125: 312.50: 31.25: 3.125 = M’$pie = 3.125

17 Sperm are reduced to (only) 1 to enter the Egg for 3,125,000,000,000 Doubles

will show you every future price (of) all markets if you divide it down 17, 18, or 19 times

Murrey’s Squaring of the Fives: 5’s will show you 312,500,000
5 x 5 = 25 x 5 = 125 x 5 = 625 x 5 = 3,125: (out to) 312,500,000

Murrey’s Squaring of the Fives: 5’s (out) 17, 18, 19 times will display 1929 AT Highs 381

Egypt: 3125 BC: School of Toth with Horus
Universal Truth = Male 3 and Female 2 = 5 = Harmony = Universal Truth = Math

09.10 2001 Murrey Math Classes:
Location: Brentwood, TN: Old Hickory Blvd: Holiday Inn Conference Room: Andrew Jackson
T. Henning Murrey “forced” 26 (paying) students to “see and remember”

1) Dow 30 Index at 9,687.50 to 9,375: MM 1/8th = 312.50 x 100 = M’$pie = 3.125
2) S&P 500 Index: 1,093.75: MM 1/8th = 31.25 x 10 = M’$pie = 3.125
3) S&P 100 Index: 546.875: MM 1/8\(^{th}\) = 15.625 \times 5 = \$3.125
4) Nasdaq Index: 1,375: MM 1/8\(^{th}\) = 125.00 \times 40 = \$3.125
5) Nikkei 225 Index: 12,343.75 up to 10,312.50: MM 1/8\(^{th}\) = 312.50 \times 100 = \$3.125

T. Henning Murrey asked the 26 (paying) students, if they had a normal IQ 5\(^{th}\) grade child, who would get all their money at their death, would they force their children (through) their will to limit their (future) ambition by giving them a Trust Fund where their monies are invested long term off Fun Duh Mentals or “force” their 5\(^{th}\) grade child to “see and remember” M’$pie = 3.125

T. Henning Murrey 1992 – ’93 back to 1959 Oct 09 to 17\(^{th}\) “rediscovered” **Music String** 3.125

*M. Henning Murrey 1992 – 1993 back to 1959 Oct 09 to 17\(^{th}\) “rediscovered” Music String 3.125*

**Music City Money Maker:** Murrey Math Makes Multi Millionaires More Money 1939 July 04\(^{th}\) to Oct 09\(^{th}\) Music String Cycle: 437.50 Cycles moved up to 440.625

**Human DNA Double Helix 64 Codons winds set to Math String**

Murrey’s Institute of Technical Analysis: MITA University: 1992 – ‘93

Established so “traders” could enter and exit any market off the same (one) number, without having to read “anything,” listen to economic experts, who failed to tell if and when the 1.40625 Trillion debt would get us our employment below 9.375%, when the US Congress had allowed large cap USA corporations to “ship” unskilled “workers” and high school “dropouts” jobs to China, leaving them with only TV ads about how we need more Engineers with high math skills to make plastic toys, tub socks and cotton jeans.

**M.I.T.A. University:** Nashville, Tennessee

President: T. Henning Murrey “saw” and “remembered” all markets are growing and contracting inside one or up to 17 Internal Harmonic Trading Octaves, set to Murrey’s Binary Algorithm: .00152587890625.*

**MITA University President:** T. Henning Murrey won the 1993 Algorithm Award:

With MBA: .00152587890625 when he “discovered” and “remembered” from Oct 09 to 17\(^{th}\) 1959 all “things” are traveling inside its largest most “current” octave set to its “mean Joe Green” moving average: Random Fourier Wave Transform Repeated Pattern.

Murrey “remembered” the works of: Peter Guthrie Tate and his Rings “Knots” Theory of repeated special rational interlocking perpetual “windings:” dating back to the Celtic: Druids math 1200 AD: Book of Kells.

**Tate’s Theory:**

was to rationalize what he thought he saw to a math formula:
Math Theories must be rationalized with (other) formulas:
Fourier Wave Transform: = random moving average (repeated): *
Mellin Transform:
Riemann’s proof:
Fubini’s Theorem:
Dominated Convergence Association:
Poisson Summation Formula:
Theory of Normal (rational) Distribution:
Theory of Haar:
Classical Ostrowski asserts the Archimedes Absolute Value:
Consider and Adele Ring Integers:
Hausdorff Structure:
Gamma and beat Repeats:
Schwartz – Bruhat Class Structure:
Murrey Nashville: 1992 – ’93 “saw” MM 4/8th Fractals: (17): with 12.50% on either side, called the “pipe” or MM Trading Frame: MM 3/8th to MM 5/8th and closes (staying) above or below the “pipe” so many days, * it continues in its direction up or down.

T. Henning Murrey: Nashville: “discarded” the Fourier Wave Transform Pattern: random moving averages: and all supporting Theories backing up almost rational repeats, with Murrey’s Binary Algorithm: .00152587890625 moving up or down (out) a total (of) 17, 18, or 19 Binary Internal Harmonic Trading Octaves with (slower) trading inside its 17 Major MM trading Frames: 17 x 17 = 289.

World Famous Mensa Math Genius Vaughn Jones: Vanderbilt University: Math Department
Vaughn Jones “sees and remembers” association of “string” math linked to DNA.*

09 11 2001 Twin Towers Attack: Fast Market Conditions to 7,812.50 on MM 1/8th Key C
03 14 2011 Japanese Tsunami Quake: Fast Market Conditions to 7,812.50 on MM 1/8th Key C

Master of the Fives: 5’s 1959 Oct 09th to 17th = T. Henning Murrey: Nashville at 17 years old
5 x 5 = 25: 250: 2,500 = Murrey’s 1st Binary Double = Harmonic 2/8th
M’$pie = 3.125 x 2,500 = 7,812.50

Nikkei 225 Index: March 14 2011
Dow 30 Index: Sept 11 2001
**Formal Education Required** 5th Grade Murrey Math Skills to read and write and listen quietly

**Sign Up Today**

$312.50 Starter Program: 90 days (use) end of Day Murrey Math Software Program: Murrey Math Learning CD: Murrey Math Trading Manuals: 90 Days (of) Murrey’s Major Markets Weekly Price Reversal Price Points: 45 minute weekly online class

$156.25 MM Student: 90 days (of) Murrey’s Major Markets Weekly Price Reversal Price Points: 45 minute weekly online class

$90.00: 90 days (of) Murrey’s Major Markets Weekly Price Reversal Price Points:

**Free:** Murrey Math Trading techniques on YouTube: **Murrey Math Trading**

**Wednesday Morning:** Women’s MM Trading Class: 10:00 am at Edge Hill Coffee Shop

**Rent** The M M Real Time Software Program for S&P 500 Futures: **$60.00 per month**

Murrey Math Classes: 3 Days Nashville, TN

**World Record Lows (Set) by the Murrey Math Trading System: created 1992 – ’93**

Dow 30 Index and Japanese Nikkei 225 Index lows at 7,812.50 after Massive Destruction T. Henning Murrey Predicted both lows with (only) MM Trading Chart 4/8th at 8,750 Key B.

**Article continued at http://www.tradersworld.com/archives/murrey50.pdf**